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reyhaven's unique blending of styles brings
a very unique blending of emotion.

Concentrating on the atmospheric and melodious,
the focus is on the travel of the listener's mind
while pulsating rhythms propel us through this
new sonic space. The music is rock from the
ground up, but ambient from the top down,
creating a new hybrid of organics and electronics
for the years ahead.

his US
band has

recorded a debut
album simply titled "Greyhaven" that blends
many different styles, but sounds extremely
consistent. Although grounded in the Progressive
genre, the album has a very warm and flowing
feel about it, with the emphasis on the music and
atmosphere rather than the musicians involved.
A young band playing forward thinking music,
Greyhaven has created its first masterwork for
the world; music that evokes the complexity of
our modern day reality.

reyhaven's music is not comparable to other
bands of the Progressive genre, their

surprising mixture of thrilling musical ideas is
unmistakably unique and will spellbind any
listener. Treading the thin line between multiple
spheres of influence is the hardest thing for most
artists to do. For Greyhaven however, it is a
prerequisite for the sound of music. All is about
bringing together. All is about unity.
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Sales Points:

� With their well-received demo material Greyhaven has already got a fantastic reputation in the Progressive scene.
Expectations are high - and will be fully met by this ground-shaking album
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Greyhaven's debut album will appeal to fans both of Progressive Rock and Progressive Metal

Promotional copies will be sent to the music press and various radio stations

Background stories and band interviews in all important European Progressive and many Heavy magazines

Advertisements in all appropriate European Progressive and Melodic Rock magazines
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